THOROUGHBRED RACING S.A. LIMITED
STIPENDIARY STEWARDS’ REPORT
Report on Race Meeting held at Morphettville Racecourse
by the South Australian Jockey Club on Saturday, 4 April 2020

Stewards: S. Callanan (A/Chairman), M. Santoro (HT), C. Deakin (Stewards) & A. Streckbein (M)
& J. Ho (F), T. Vanderstok, K. Moran & E. Tickner (Cadet Stewards), D. Jonas, A.
Deakin, A. Bittner, H. Matthews, R. Seneca, K. Rayson & L. Martin (Deputy Stewards),
Dr P. Horridge & Dr B. Agnew (Veterinary Surgeons)

TRACK: Soft 6              (Moist but not a badly affected track)
RAIL: Out 6 metres 1200 metres to winning post 4 metres remainder. Sectional 608 metres.
WEATHER: Overcast

RIDER CHANGES:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race</th>
<th>Horse</th>
<th>Rider</th>
<th>Replaced By</th>
<th>Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>CARTIER TIARA</td>
<td>J. Potter</td>
<td>K. Zechner</td>
<td>Transport Difficulties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>BEEOKAY</td>
<td>K. Bishop</td>
<td></td>
<td>Late notification - Explanation accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>TWO ODD SOX</td>
<td>L. Neindorf</td>
<td></td>
<td>Emergency - Notified</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RACE 1: HIT107 HANDICAP -2500 Metres

TURF MAN (J. Holder) - shortly after the start shifted in to obtain cover.

FLOW METER (S. Fawke) - weakened from in the vicinity of the 600 metres. Rider explained
the gelding felt short in its action during the event. A post-race veterinary examination revealed atrial
fibrillation. Trainer Mr J. Hickmott advised the results of an ECG are to be forwarded to the TRSA
Veterinary Surgeon and a Veterinary Certificate of Fitness would be required prior to the gelding
performing satisfactorily in an Official Barrier Trial.

FRANKED (GB) (B. Vorster) - slow to begin. Held up for a short distance rounding the home turn.

GREYCLIFFE (NZ) (J. Toeroek) - at the entrance to the straight was tightened onto TURF MAN
and was obliged to be eased as SEARAVEN rolled out.

ENRICO PALLAZZO (T. Pannell) - jumped away awkwardly.

LOOKING AROUND (NZ) (P. Gatt) - shortly after the winning post on the first occasion, got its
head up when being restrained.

MATAS (L. Neindorf) - in the vicinity of the 1600 metres shifted wider, and strode forward to settle
outside the leader in the vicinity of the 1200 metres.

DESERT MINTY (K. Crowther) - jumped away awkwardly, shifted in and bumped HIGH ROLLA.
From the 1000 metres raced wide and was allowed to stride forward to settle in the lead in the
vicinity of the 800 metres.

BUSKER’S BALLAD (D. Tourneur) - shortly after start shifted in to obtain cover. Laid out under
pressure in the straight.
RACE 1: HIT107 HANDICAP - 2500 Metres (cont’d)

SEARAVEN (E. Finnegan) - at the entrance to the straight rolled out onto GREYCLIFFE (NZ), which was tightened onto TURF MAN and obliged to be eased. Rider was reprimanded for careless riding under AR131(a) and advised to take greater care in future.

HIGH ROLLA (D. Caboche) - on jumping away bumped with DESERT MINTY, which shifted in. Raced keenly in the middle stages of the event.

RACE 2: MADDY AND CHAD’S WEDDING HANDICAP - 1600 Metres

A KNIGHT IN PARIS (L. Neindorf) - held up for clear running from in the vicinity of the 500 metres until in the vicinity of the 300 metres when racing between CALL ME HERBIE and WITCH KID.

MAGAZINE (NZ) (A. Tomita) - held up for clear running from approaching the 400 metres when racing between YIN AND YANG and CALL ME HERBIE continued to be held up and from approaching the 200 metres when racing between WITCH KID, which was inclined to shift about and CALL ME HERBIE and as a result was untested to the line. Rider explained when questioned in relation to his options available in the straight that he had attempted to obtain clear ground however, proved difficult to do so as WITCH KID was inclined to roll about and on a number of occasions he attempted to obtain clear running and was unable to be fully tested to the line.

GEDE (J. Toeroek) - rider reported in relation to the gelding's disappointing performance that GEDE felt awkward in its action during the event and for this reason he elected not to ride his mount out in his normal manner from in the vicinity of the 200 metres. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.

YIN AND YANG (P. Gatt) - shortly after the start rolled in. Raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.

WITCH KID (J. Holder) - shifted about under pressure in the straight.

ALWAYS THE KING (T. Voorham) - laid in under pressure in the straight.

JUST LIVE ON (R. Hurdle) - shortly after the start lost its position when tightened between YIN AND YANG, which rolled in and MAGAZINE (NZ).

VINDEX (J. Maund) - inclined to lay in under pressure in the straight.

RACE 3: TAB HANDICAP - 1600 Metres

BUDGET KING (L. Neindorf) - jumped away awkwardly. Laid in under pressure over the concluding stages of the event.

SKILLFUL STEPS (C. Jones) - held up for clear running from in the vicinity of the 500 metres until in the vicinity of the 200 metres when racing between DESIDERO and BAD MOON RISING and was obliged to shift in to obtain clear running.

COMFORT MAN (D. Caboche) - in the vicinity of the 500 metres became awkward for a short distance between the heels of DIAMOND TYCOON and AURMAN ZOU. Approaching the 100 metres, when attempting a tight run between AURMAN ZOU and ESPADEIRO was obliged to shift out to obtain clear running.

ESPADEIRO (B. Vorster) - rider reported, in relation to the gelding's disappointing performance, ESPADEIRO travelled well during the event however, when taken wider in the vicinity of the 700 metres by BUDGET KING, his mount was under pressure immediately and was disappointing to the finish. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.

LA RICHESSE (T. Pannell) - jumped away awkwardly.
RACE 3: TAB HANDICAP - 1600 Metres (Cont’d)

AURMAN ZOU (E. Boyd) - shortly after the start shifted in to obtain cover. Raced wide without cover throughout the event.

BAD MOON RISING (S. Fawke) - raced wide without cover in the early and middle stages of the event.

DIAMOND TYCOON (T. Voorham) - held up for clear running from in the vicinity of the 400 metres until in the vicinity of the 200 metres when racing between LA RICHESSE and BUDGET KING and was obliged to shift in to obtain clear ground.

GROOVE WITH ME (D. Tourneur) - laid in under pressure in the straight.

RACE 4: AAMI DEQUETTEVILLE STAKES - 1050 Metres

The start of this event was delayed approximately one minute.

BELLA NIPOTINA (L. Neindorf) - laid in under pressure in the straight.

HARD ROCK GIRL (P. Gatt) - in the vicinity of the 100 metres was obliged to be steadied as ZOUSHINE shifted in abruptly.

MAHA (T. Pannell) - became fractious in its barrier stall prior to the start being affected. Underwent a pre-race veterinary examination and passed fit to race. Raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.

GEIST (D. Tourneur) - shortly after the start shifted in to obtain cover.

ECUMENICAL (R. Hurdle) - raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. Raced greenly under pressure in the straight.

ZOUSHINE (B. Vorster) - jumped away awkwardly. In the vicinity of the 100 metres shifted in abruptly onto HARD ROCK GIRL, which was obliged to be steadied.

RACE 5: WINNING EDGE PRESENTATIONS HANDICAP - 1050 Metres

The start of this event was delayed approximately two minutes.

COSMIC RHAPSODY (L. Neindorf) - in the vicinity of the 300 metres appeared to clip the heels of LUNAR LIGHT, which shifted out, became unbalanced and as a result L. Neindorf was dislodged. L. Neindorf was examined by the First Care Medical Personnel and was ruled fit to fulfil his remaining engagements. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.

HEARTY LASS (C. Jones) - jumped away awkwardly and as a result was slow into stride. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.

LITTLE RICH BOY (S. Fawke) - shortly after the start shifted in to obtain cover. Stewards questioned rider in relation to the tactics adopted in today event. Rider explained his instructions were to attempt to gain cover from a wide barrier. He added that after viewing the vision and in hindsight he had over done those instructions and settled a pair further back than he would have liked. Trainer Mr J. Hickmott confirmed the instructions provided to rider in that he would attempt to obtain cover in today’s event, given the wide draw and to allow the gelding to settle. Mr Hickmott agreed with rider in that he probably over done settling back and would have preferred the gelding to settle a pair further forward. Mr Hickmott was charged under AR100(1)(a) and was reprimanded, he was advised to advise Stewards of any change in instruction that he provides to a rider that differs from what was provided at its most recent start.
RACE 5: WINNING EDGE PRESENTATIONS HANDICAP - 1050 Metres (Cont’d)

LUNAR LIGHT (A. Tomita) - in the vicinity of the 300 metres shifted out into the running line of COSMIC RHAPSODY, resulting in that gelding becoming unbalanced and dislodging L. Neindorf. Rider pleaded guilty to a charge of careless riding under AR131(a) in that he shifted ground when insufficiently clear and was suspended from riding in races for a period to commence at midnight on Wednesday, 8 April and to conclude at midnight on Wednesday, 29 April 2020: a period of three weeks. Approaching the winning post was taken wider by GARVOC, which laid out.

CALYPSO REIGN (K. Crowther) - contacted on jumping away by LARKHAM, which shifted in. Hung out throughout the event.

LARKHAM (D. Tourneur) - jumped away awkwardly, dipped and contacted CALYPSO REIGN. Raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. A post-race veterinary examination revealed the gelding to be lame in the off hind leg. Trainer, Mr R. Balfour, was advised that a Veterinary Certificate of Fitness was required prior to a future trial or race start.

GARVOC (T. Pannell) - raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. Laid out under pressure over the concluding stages taking LUNAR LIGHT wider.

CARTIER TIARA (K. Zechner) - fractious in its barrier after being loaded. Underwent a pre-race veterinary examination and passed fit to race. Rider examined by the First Care Medical Personnel and passed fit to ride. Trainer Mr G. Kluske was advised a warning had been placed on the filly in relation to its barrier manners.

RACE 6: LECONFIELD HANDICAP - 1050 Metres

The start of this event was delayed approximately three minutes

STAR OF MONSOON (D. Tourneur) - awkward and slow to begin.

EQUUS D’ORO (S. Fawke) - a post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.

STAR HILLS (E. Finnegan) - jumped away awkwardly, shifted out onto LOHN RANGER, which was taken out. Laid out under pressure over the concluding stages.

SHE’S NEVER LATE (B. Vorster) - jumped away awkwardly. Shortly after lost its position as LOHN RANGER was taken out.

LOHN RANGER (E. Boyd) - on jumping away was taken out by STAR HILL onto SHE’S NEVER LATE.

THE PUBLIKIN (J. Potter) - required to be re-saddled on arrival at the barriers and re-shod as it lost its near fore plate. Underwent a pre-race veterinary examination and passed fit to race.

RUSHWA (K. Zechner) - raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event.

RACE 7: DOMINANT PORT ADELAIDE GUINEAS - 1800 Metres

DALASAN (J. Holder) - jumped away awkwardly.

CRAFTSMANSHIP (NZ) (K. Crowther) - shortly after the entrance to the straight bumped with PLAYOFFS (NZ) on a number of occasions when racing tight and thereafter was held up for clear running until in the vicinity of the 200 metres.

PLAYOFFS (NZ) (T. Pannell) - shortly after the entrance to the straight bumped with EXALTED AMBITION and CRAFTSMANSHIP when racing tight on a number of occasions. Laid in under pressure over the concluding stages of the event.
RACE 7: DOMINANT PORT ADELAIDE GUINEAS - 1800 Metres (Cont’d)

THE MOONLITE GAMBLER (E. Finnegan) - approaching the 800 metres commenced to race wide until the finish.

EXALTED AMBITION (D. Tourneur) - shortly after the start shifted in to obtain cover. Shortly after the entrance to the straight bumped with PLAYOFFS on a number of occasions when racing tight.

SELICA (NZ) (J. Toeroek) - shifted in to obtain cover shortly after the start. Held up for clear running from in the vicinity of the 400 metres until the finish line and as a result was untested to the line.

RACE 8: FLEURIEU MILK LAELIA STAKES - 1600 Metres

BONVICINI (T. Pannell) - inside the 1000 metres was awkwardly placed between heels and was obliged to be restrained. Rider explained in relation to the filly’s performance he was extremely disappointed and when asked for an effort BONVICINI failed to stretch out and did not finish the race off as he had anticipated. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.

ETHICAL SOLUTION (J. Toeroek) - rider could offer no explanation in relation to the filly’s disappointing performance in today’s event. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.

HOLY DANCER (NZ) (E. Finnegan) - in the vicinity of the 1400 metres shifted in onto SILENT SOVEREIGN, which was obliged to be steadied. Rider was severely reprimanded under AR131(a) and advised to take greater care in future.

REALM OF FLOWERS (D. Tournour) - held up for clear running from in the vicinity of the 200 metres for a short distance when attempting to improve to the inside of HOLY DANCER (NZ) and was obliged to shift out to obtain clear running.

REALLY DISCREET (K. Crowther) - raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event.

SILENT SOVEREIGN (B. Vorster) - in the vicinity of the 1400 metres was obliged to be steadied as HOLY DANCER (NZ) shifted in and from thereafter the filly raced keenly. Approaching the finish was obliged to be eased when improving onto the heels of MEUSE and WINGS OF PASTRAMI.

ECLAIR BREEZE (D. Caboche) - slow to begin.

PUISSANCE DUSOLEIL (P. Gatt) - in the vicinity of the 50 metres was obliged to alter course to the outside of REALLY DISCREET.

RECOGNISE (J. Potter) - a late scratching by order of Stewards at 1.45 pm. Stewards have adjourned an inquiry with Co-Trainer Mr T. McEvoy into the reasoning for the filly being a late scratching in today’s event at a date and time to be fixed.

MISS CON DELAGO (A. Tomita) - jumped away awkwardly. Raced wide without cover throughout the event.

RACE 9: FURPHY MANIHI CLASSIC - 1100 Metres

MORVADA (S. Cahill) - in the vicinity of the 300 metres was tightened onto ARKHAM KNIGHT as AMBERDI was looking to improve and rolled out. A post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.
RACE 9: FURPHY MANIHI CLASSIC - 1100 Metres (Cont’d)

TAHITIAN DANCER (C. Jones) - over-raced in the early and middle stages of the event.

AMBERDI (P. Gatt) - approaching the 300 metres, when looking to improve and shift out, tightened MORVADA onto ARKHAM KNIGHT. Rider reminded of his obligations under AR131(a) and advised to take greater care in future.

ARROW LANE (S. Fawke) - inside the 200 metres was obliged to be steadied and lost its position when tightened between SHAMINO, which shifted out and TEQUILA TIME, which rolled in.

GODODDIN (D. Tourneur) - a post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.

SHAMINO (K. Crowther) - inside the 200 metres shifted out and away from DYSLEXIC onto ARROW LANE, which was obliged to be steadied and lost its position when tightened onto TEQUILA TIME, which rolled in. Rider was reminded of her obligations under AR131(a) and advised to take greater care in future.

TEQUILA TIME (R. Hurdle) - inside the 200 metres rolled in onto ARROW LANE.

AIGUILETTE (E. Boyd) - raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event.

SUN CITY (B. Vorster) - jumped away awkwardly.

RACE 10: TAB HANDICAP - 1200 Metres

PRETTY GLASS (T. Voorham) - laid in under pressure in the straight.

ICON (J. Holder) - held up for clear running from in the vicinity of the 500 metres until approaching the 200 metres and from that point on was inclined to lay out when placed under pressure for the remainder of the event.

MAHIS ANGEL (J. Toeroek) - Trainer Mr T. Doudle was reprimanded under AR65 for failing to produce the Thoroughbred Identification Card. The horse was permitted to start as it was able to be identified from records held by Stewards. Dipped on jumping away. Held up for clear running from the 500 metres until approaching the 200 metres and was obliged to alter course to the outside of POYSED TO REIN, which rolled in. Lost its off hind plate during the event.

BOLT I AM (K. Crowther) - slow into stride.

MYSTICANO (D. Caboche) - in the vicinity of the 800 metres hung in severely, rider had no control of his mount and made every effort to maintain a straight line, however shifted in of its own accord onto BEEOKAY, which was obliged to check and lost her position when tightened onto I’M A LEGEND. Trainer Mr D. Magro was advised a warning had been placed on the gelding in relation to its racing manners.

I AM IMPINGE (NZ) (K. Zechner) - hung out under pressure in the straight.

EUGENE’S PICK (NZ) (T. Pannell) - held up for clear running from in the vicinity of the 400 metres until inside the 300 metres.

OH MO (D. Tourneur) - raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. Held up for a short distance rounding the home turn.

STRAGUN (R. Hurdle) - jumped away awkwardly. Difficulty obtaining clear ground from near the 400 metres until in the vicinity of the 200 metres. Lost its off fore plate during the event.
RACE 10: TAB HANDICAP - 1200 Metres

KENYAN WONDER (B. Vorster) - raced keenly in the early stages of the event. Inside the 200 metres rolled in. Rider was questioned in relation to the tactics adopted in today's event he advised his instructions were to allow the mare to settle where comfortable in running. He stated that KENYAN WONDER began well and found a position on the speed. He added that given the early formation of the field, he felt it was best for the horse to continue to stride freely instead of restraining and coming back.

MIDNIGHT STORM (J. Maund) - raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. Inside the 200 metres rolled out slightly.

BEEOKAY (K. Bishop) - Trainer Mr G. Young was reprimanded under AR65 for failing to produce the Thoroughbred Identification Card. The horse was permitted to start as it was able to be identified from records held by Stewards. In the vicinity of the 800 metres when racing tight between I'M A LEGEND and MYSTICANO, which hung in severely, had to be checked and lost its position.

I'M A LEGEND (J. Potter) - Trainer Ms K. Evans was reminded of her obligations under AR65 for failing to produce the Thoroughbred Identification Card. The horse was permitted to start as it was able to be identified from records held by Stewards. Raced keenly in the early and middle stages of the event. At the entrance to the straight bumped with POYSED TO REIN, which was looking to improve and shifted out.

POYSED TO REIN (P. Gatt) - slow to begin. At the entrance to the straight, when looking to improve and attempting to shift out, bumped with I'M A LEGEND on a number of occasions. Approaching the 200 metres rolled in.

MABEL JOSEPHINE (S. Logan) - held up for clear running from in the vicinity of the 400 metres until in the vicinity of the 300 metres. Inside the 200 metres was disappointed when attempting a tight run between MIDNIGHT STORM, which rolled out slightly and KENYAN WONDER, which rolled in and was obliged to shift out to obtain clear running.

TWO ODD SOX (L. Neindorf) - a post-race veterinary examination revealed no visible abnormalities.

PRE-RACE BLOOD SAMPLES (16):
Blood samples were taken from the following horses for, but not limited to, TCO2 purposes:
Race 1 - FRANKED (GB), GREYCLIFFE (NZ), ELCANO
Race 2 - A KNIGHT IN PARIS, YIN AND YANG, ALWAYS THE KING, JUST LIVE ON
Race 7 - DALASAN, OUTLANDOS
Race 8 - WINGS OF PASTRAMI, REALLY DISCREET
Race 9 - HARD EMPIRE, GODODDIN, SHAMINO
Race 10 - I AM IMPINGE (NZ), KENYAN WONDER

ROUTINE SWAB SAMPLES (10):
Race 1 - LOOKING AROUND (NZ) (winner)
Race 2 - LISETTE (winner)
Race 3 - DIAMOND TYCOON (winner)
Race 4 - ECUMENICAL (winner)
Race 5 - GARVOC (winner)
Race 6 - SIZZLEFLY (winner)
Race 7 - DALASAN (winner)
Race 8 - MEUSE (winner)
Race 9 - SHAMINO (winner)
Race 10 - KENYAN WONDER (winner)
### SUMMARY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FINES</th>
<th>Nil</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEVERE REPRIMANDS</td>
<td>Race 8 - E. Finnegan (HOLY DANCER)(NZ) - AR131(a) - Careless Riding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPRIMANDS</td>
<td>Race 1 - E. Finnegan (SEARAVEN) - AR131(a) - Careless Riding. Race 5 - Mr J. Hickmott - AR100(1)(a) - Failed to inform Stewards of change in tactics. Race 10 - Mr T. Doudle - AR65 - Failed to produce TIC for MAHIS ANGEL. Race 10 - Mr G. Young - AR65 - Failed to produce TIC for BEEOKAY.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUSPENSIONS</td>
<td>Race 5 - A. Tomita (LUNAR LIGHT) - AR131(a) - Careless Riding - From midnight 8/4/20 and to conclude at midnight 29/4/20 - 3 weeks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORSE ACTIONS</td>
<td>Race 1 - FLOW METER - Not to race - Results of an ECG &amp; Vet Cert of Fitness required prior to performing satisfactorily in an Official Barrier Trial - Atrial Fibrillation. Race 1 - FLOW METER - Suspended - Required to complete an Official Barrier Trial to the satisfaction of the Stewards prior to accepting for a future race - Atrial Fibrillation. Race 5 - CARTIER TIARA - Warned - Fractious in barriers. Race 5 - LARKHAM - Not to race - Vet Cert of Fitness required prior to future trial or race - Lame off hind leg. Race 10 - MYSTICANO - Warned - Racing manners - Hung in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADJOURNED INQUIRIES</td>
<td>Race 8 - Mr T. McEvoy - Inquiry into late scratching of RECOGNISE - TBA.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDICAL CLEARANCE</td>
<td>Nil</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>